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Abstract. I already made a cut tail reproductionmodel where the tail cut can be not only reproduced,
but alsoeach cel in the tail has its own positional value. It is known that the (hstribution order of
Homeotic genestends to be the same with that ofthe parts ofthe organ like the tail here each ofwhich
is expressed by some ofthe genes.So the model is reformed to be able to meet this condition. Then
through thismodification, the model seems to approach to a more realistic situation.
When a solid tumor begins to form in the model, theirtumor cells are thoughtto prohferate losmg their
stability beyond a few condrtions whichmake the stabihty for healthy cells. In this case, it is seen
more clearly that the tumor cells will be inhibited by the shape violation in the model.
Moreover, the separation ofthe information in the tail formation \dot{\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{t}_{D} the shape and the scale can
be seen like in the memonzation of the brain.
1. Introduction
(1) I already made a cut tail reproductionmodel where the tail cut can be not only reproduced, but also
each cell in the tail has its own positional value [2]. This is shown in [1] in detaiL Here, this is shown
briefly in section2.1.
It is known that the distribution order ofHomeotic genes [2]tends to be the same with that ofthe
parts ofthe organ like the tail here each ofwhich is expressed by some ofthe genes[2]. So the model is
reformed to be able to meet this condition. Then through this modification, the model seems to
approach to amore realistic situation.This is shown in section 2.2.
(2) When a solid tumor begins to form in the model, theirtumor ceJls are thought to proliferate losin\mathrm{g}
their stability beyond a few conditions whichmake the stability for healthy cells [3]. In this case, it
seems to be clearermmultiple sine expression that the tumor cells will be mbbited by the shape
violation in the model.Moreover, the separation ofthe mformation in the tail formationmto the shape
and the scale can be seen.
These are shown in section 3.
2. Cut tail reproductionmodel and its modification
2.1Ashort explanation ofcut tail reproductionmodel
The cut tail reproductionmodel is explained briefly. The detailed explanation is shown in [1].
The main idea of sine expression comes from that the body shapes expressed by Homeotic genes or
morphogens [2] seem to be concernedwith that of sine curves intuitively.
2.1.1 The case where a body can be expressed by only a sine curve.
If a body can be expressed by a sine curve, the body can be expressed by genes and the cells
with the expressionsof some of the genes as shown in Fig. 1 and its explanation, making the




Fig. 1 A shape or a character distribution ofa partial system ofa body is expressed by a set of
genesmaking the the partial system connecting the parts and their cells with the cells connection
conditions shown in thissection. At the bottom ofthe graph some ofthe parts ofthe curve are shown.
The meanings ofFig. 1 are shown as follows.
(1) It is assumed that a gene or a set of genes make the parts of a partial system of the body along
the longer axis or the shorter axis ofthe system. Each part consists of cells with similar expressed
characters and the cells connectionconditions shown below. The longer part consists ofmore cells.
(2) So as to meet the foJlo \dot{\mathfrak{m}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g} cells connectionconditions and align the parts with similar values
keeping slopecontinuity, the set of genes put the nextpart at the terminal ofthe last partmaking the
system grow.
(3) When the system is made according to the following cells connectionconditions, the system is
thought to have thebiggest affinity and the stabihty whichmakes the connection among the cells of
the system strong.Because all the parts and the cells ofthe parts can be jominedmaking the total
ffitnty the highest. Here, it is assumed that to put two eells with similar gene expressions together
inưeases the affinity between the two cells.
[Cells connection conditions to unify cells]
(1) The most similar two parts where the expressed character value ofthe cells of one part is nearest
to that of the other part are put adjacently.
(2) The character valuesmust have slope continuity.
Thismeans that when three parts are connected and the character values are
\mathrm{A}, \mathrm{B} and \mathrm{C} where \mathrm{A}>\mathrm{B}>\mathrm{C} , the order A‐B‐C must be kept. A‐B‐Amakes distortion.
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2.1.2 The case where the body is expressed by two or more sine curves
Fig. 2.1 Case with two characters and two sets of genes for them
As shown in Fig. 2.1 the two sine curves make the curve shown in Fig. 2.2. So genes can express
any curve underthe cells connectionconditions and the mechanism using multiple sine curves (and
multiple set ofgenes) making the affinitybetween adjacent two parts more and more strong and
specific than the case with one sine curve and its genes.
Formation of a partial system ofthe body is shown.
Here the orthogonalwidth at each point alomg the axial length is expressed as a function by a set of
sine curves.
Fig. 2.2 The shape obtamined from the two sine curves in Fig 2.1 by algebraic sum
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The curve ofFig. 2.2 can express the distribution ofany value.
So ifthe genes have the thecells connectionconditions and the mechanism, genes can not only express
any curve but alsohave the possibdity to express the whole body.
The examples which the genes can express are shown.
[Examples ofthe meanings which the curve in Fig. 2.2 can have.]
(1) Width distribution along the longer axis of a partial system of the body like a tail
(2) The distribution of some material in anmterstitial tissue
(3) The distribution of secretion abihty ofan enzyme
2.2 The order of genes is rearranged to meet the actual situation.
2.2.1 Rearrangement of genes
We consider the case of two groups of genes shown in Fig. 2.1. The genes ofthe group 1 in Fig. 2.1
and the genes ofthe graph2 in Fig. 2.1 are rearranged where the gene at xi \mathrm{m} the graph 1 and that at
\mathrm{X}\mathrm{i} in graph 2 are put together at the place which expresses the situation at \mathrm{x}_{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f} the body like in (3) of
Fig. 3. There it is assumed that the information of the gene at xi in the graph 1 and that ofthe gene at
xi ofthe graph 2 are kept at xihke in (3) in Fig. 3 after the rearrangement.
The situation of(3) in Fig. 3 canmeet the \inftyndition shown in section 1 (1) that
the distribution order of Homeotic genestends to be the same with that of the paits of the organ hl〈e
the tail here each ofwhich is expressed by some of the genes.
(1) \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e} gene order ofthe graph 1 in Fig. 2.1(2)\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e} gene order ofthe graph2 in Fig.2.1
(3) \mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e} composite gene arranged situation ofthe graph 1 and 2
Fig. 3 Expression on genes
2.2.2 Effect and characteristics of the composite gene situation
(1) The form of the body does not deform much by a point mutation of a gene as the case of the
morphogens. This may be coherent to what we know about the effect ofa pointmutation.
(2) The separation between shape and its scale must be and can be seen in the memorized
information in genes from shown in section 2.1.1. But here it is thought for the growth hormone
to increase the scale.
This means that many bodies crn be made by changing the scale with the same shape. The
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separation is necessary when the growth after the birth to an adult is considered.
(3) When there are multiple distributions like a shape, the distribution of an enzyme secretion, etc.,
the distributions can give a coordinate to each cell whichmeans a positional value [1].
(4) When the order of genes in DNA is the same with the order of the cells in the tissue each of
which expresses the corresponding genes like in Homeotic genes, it seems that the genes have
the information to recover the cut tail. But the expression by multiple sine curves makes the
space coordinates clearer and makes the formation of the body more stable with the increase of
total affinity among all the cells, making the affimity between each pair of adjacent two cells
more specific, the meaning ofwhich is that the deformation and its violation of a local shape like
by a small tumor lead to a clear detection by the local cells themselves and the inhibition of the
growth by themselves from the characteristics ofhealthy body cells [3].
3. Discussion about the behavior ofthe cell or the group of cellswhen amutation or a tumor is made in
the assumption ofthe gene expression in the composite case ofFig. 2.
(1)About the case where a gene which expresses the shape ofthe bodymutated
When a gene which expresses the shape ofthe bodymutated, the cell will decrease its affinity with
the cells around it as explained in section 2.2.2 (4). So the cell tends to do apoptosis.
(2)About the case where a gene whichmakes a cell proliferate is activated by amutation.
In the case where the information processin \mathrm{g} for the proliferation of the cell in it is always
activated by a mutation, a tumor can be made around the celLThis process is different from the
case in (1). Then the deformation of a sine curve and the increase ofthe number of such deformed
sine curves have a possibihty to weaken the existence of the cell toward their apoptosis or the
inhibition of the growth by themselves more clearly than the case without the multiple sine
expressions as explained in section 2.2.2 (4).
4. Discussion
The body expression through sine curves by genes seems to give us some more concrete and dearer
frame structure. Usin\mathrm{g} the frame structure, the elements shown in section 2.2.1 and 3 can be obtained.
Some of them like the positional value in section 2.2.1 (3) can be explainedmore clearly.
On the other hand, as explained at the beginning ofsection 2 the sine expression comes from some
intuition felt from the body formation by the genes, so to find more information for the relation
between the expression and actual biological situationwill be necessary.
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